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ABsrRAcr
The crystal structure of benjaminite, from Man'
hattan, Nevada, Cuo.soPbo.aoAgs.roBie.eoSrz,
has been
determined to lt I0,7Vo on 585 independent
reflections recorded with a single-crystal diffractometer. Its space group is C2/m, Z - 2, and from
sinsle-crystal film data, a 13.299(8\, b 4.070(8),
c 20.209(10)A, P 103.32(5)0. There are 4(Me/
2),2(Me/4), and 6 (S/2) atoms in the asymmetric
unit Yz Me(l)
and Me(4) are coordinated by S
atoms in flattened octahedra and are occupied
respectively by Ag(Cu) in configuration approaching a distorted tetrahedrqn and by Ag(Bi,Pb).
Me(2) is square-pyramidally coordinated Bi. The
coordination of. Me(5) [Bil and Me(6) t0.8 Bi *
0.2 Agl is closer to deformed octahedral, whereas
that of ,/z Me(3'l [Bi,Pbl is r€gular octahedral.
The structure consists of two types of slabs paralfel to (001). In the thinner slabs, Me(l)
octahedra al.ternate with paired Me(2) pyramids. The
thicker, galena-like slabs are composed of parallel, ?-membered octahedral chains, Me(6-543-4-5-6).
and are interconnected yia common
S(2) atoms with the thinner slabs. The site of
the Ag{u
substitution in benjaminite, Me(l),
is characteristic of the skewed and much substitu,ted octahedra of the thinner slabs in pavonite
homologues. Within tbe thicker slabo, Ma(4)
octahedra are the sites of (Ag, Pb, Bi), (Bi, Ag)
and (Bi, Pb) substitutions. In the process, the
Me(l)
and, Me(4) octahedra of benjaminite become flattened and elongated, respectively, in
comparison to their counterparts in the AgzBirSro
structure.
SoMMAIRE
On a d6termin6, jusqu'i un r6sidu R - lO.7Vo,
la structure cristalline de la benjaminite. Cuo.suf un cristal de Manhattan
Pdo.anAgg.eoBia.aoSrs,
(Nevada, E.U.A.), au moyen de 585 r6flexions
ind6pendantes obtenues au diffractombtre. La marlle, a 13.299(8), , 4.070(8), c 21t.209(10)4, p
103.32(5)", et le group C2/m avec Z - 2 ont
6t6 6tablis photographiquement. Le domaine asym6trique contient 4(Me/2), 2,(Me/4) et 6(5/2).

Les atomes Ae(Cu) et Ag(Bi,Pb) owlupent th
Me(l') eI Me(4), entour6s d'atomes S formant des
octaddres aplatis, le premier pouvant aussi Otre
consid6r6 comme t6trabdre difforme. I.e Bi, en
Me(2\, occuie le sommet d'une pyramide i base
carrde form6e de quatre atomes S. La coordination
de Bi en Me(5) et (Bio.aAgo.z)en Me(6) est octa6drique, I'octaEdre 6tant respectivement difforme
et rdgulier. La structure consiste en plaquettes
(001) de deux types fines et 6paisses. Dans les
plaquettes fines, les octaddres Me(l)
alternent
avec des pyramides Me(2) accoupl6es. Les plaquettes 6paisses, qui rappellent la structure de la ealdne. sont constitu6es de chaines d'octabdres I 7
et sont reli6es aux
maillons, Me(6-5-434-5--6),
plaquettes fines par des atomes S(2) mis en commun. Le si,te Me(1) de la substitution (Ag,Cu)
dans la benjaminite est caract6ristique des octabdres difformes, i forte substitution, des plaquettes
fines des homologues de la pavonite. Dans les
plaquettes 6paisses, les octaBdres Me(4) sont des
sites de substitu.tions (Ag,Pb,Bi), (Bi,Ag) et (Bi,
Pb). Ces remplacements sont i I'origine de la
difformit6 des octabdres Me(l) et Me(4), qui sont,
respectivement, aplatis ou allong6s, en regard des
octaddres de la structure cristalline de AgsBiBSr..
(Traduit par la R6daction)
INTRoDUcTIoN
The name benjaminite was used originally
by Shannon (L925) to describe a silver-containing mineral in a specimen from the Outlaw
mine, Nye County, Nevada. In a later study
of the type material by Nuffield (1953), benjaminite was defined more exactly as a monoclinic
with a
composition,
sulfosalt of unknown

1,3,34,b 8.12, c 20.25 A, B 1O4", spacegtoup
C2/ m. Shannon's physical data for "benjaminite" were found to be attributable to aikinite,
a much less abundant mineral with the above
crystallographic data that contributed the Ag
content reported in the original chemical analyses and motivated Shannon to propose a new
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mineral species.The name benjaminite was retained by Nuffield for this second mineral.
Nuffield pointed out a pseudocellwith D/ =
b/2, which turned out to be our structural
cell.
In 1975 both Nuffield and Harris & Chen
refined the lattice-parameter data for benjaminite and defined its chemical composition as
(Ag,Cu).(Bi,Pb)rS'r. They also gave the full
history of the species.Together with Borodayev
& Mozgova (197l) they pointed out the shemical and crystallographic similarities between
benjaminite and pavonite, which often lead to
doubts about the true identity of individual
pavonite/benjaminite occurrences. Makovicky
et aL (1977) defined the pavonite homologous
series and presented a structural scheme for
benjaminite as the seventh member of the
homologous series NP, Jlzls*tvllBirSr+r. [Following a reviewer's suggestion, all formulae of
benjaminite and other pavonite homologues in
this paper will be based on the general formula
(Z:2)1. On the basis of this scheme,KarupM/ller & Makovicky (1979) defined the composition of idealized, averaged benjaminite as
Cu"Pbolsr-sBir-sSu with a -lb 7 2y and,
in the known cases,O.3 < y < 0.9.
The present paper verifies the proposed
structural model by means of a structure de'
termination on nafural material. Comparison
of our results, obtained from a Cu-Pb-substituted phase, with the data obtained on unsubstituted synthetic pavonite AgzBiuSroby Makovicky er al. (1977) allows some conclusions to
be drawn about the nature of the metal substitutions in these minerals.
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of the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto
(M13805). Provenanceis Manhattan, Nevada,
U.S.A.
It is associated with berryite, krupkaite
matildite and chalcopyrite (Karup-M/ller &
Makovicky 1979, Karup-Mpller 1972) in the
sample. Benjaminite was describedas pavonite
in these reports.
According to the microprobe analysis (Table
l, from Karup-M/ller & Makovicky 7979, anal.
G), the composition of the examined benjami(based on the
nite is Cuo.azPbo.reAgr.ruBir.ruSrr.rn
metal ratios established by the ideal formula
Cu"PbuAga-vBiz-gSrglsee Karup-Mdllerr &
Makovicky 1979); if based on six sulfur atoms
per formula unit it becomes Cuo.gnPbo.noAga.go
The accuracy of the analysis is affected
Bio.ruStr.
by the presence of oriented exsolution lamellae
of gustavite on a unit-cell scale; these were
detected on the single-crystalX-ray photographs
(Karup-Mdller & Makovicky 1979; cl., Nuffield
1975). The X-ray data also show a certain
amount of structural disorder in the benjaminite itself, which indicates that the overall
NP (Makovicky et al. 1977) could differ somewhat from 7.
The lattice parameters of the benjaminite
crystal we studied are shown in Table 1. Because of the minimal amounts of available
material, they were obtained from the Weissenberg and oscillation films. They are in good
agreement with the data similarly obtained by
Nuffield (1975) and Harris & Chen (1975).
The systematic extinctions and intensity relationships suggestC2/ m and Cm as the possible
. C2/ m was chosen from the strucspace-groups
tural scheme for ? (Makovicky et al. L977)
and was subsequently confirmed by the results
ExPEnrltertel
of the structure deter'mination.
The crystal (approximately 0.16 x 0.02 x
The benjaminite crystal we examined comes
mm) was drilled out of a polished section
0.08
from material chemically and crystallographithe best crystal available to us
represents
and
cally studied by Karup-Mdller & Makovicky
choice of natural benjavery
limited
the
from
(1979), The specimen is from the collections
data were colIntensity
minite occurrences.
'I.
SULFIDE
TYPES
OFI4ASSIVE
1I{ THEPRINCIPAL
TABLE I'IINERAL
ZONINO
lected with Cu K<r using at scans performed
with a 2-chcle Stoe single-crystal diffractoTYPE2: Pb-Zn-Cu-Ag TYPE3: cu
fiPE l: Cu-Zn
meter. Background intensity was recorded for
Exanples Archeangreenstone kurokoi Bathursi
belts
50 seconds at t4" from the diffraction maxima, and the total counts were accumulated as
hem-pymdstone
s€dlrent rlth
hanglng pyrltictufflte
hemipy
rall
the crystal was rotated through 8' in { at the
py-sphal
barite
scanning rate of 8'/200 s. Intensities were
py-sphal-cp
9al-sphal-py-barlte py-splsphal
py:cp
py-cp
po-py-cp-sphal
consideied to be less than a detectable value
po-cptnn9!py
py ,-,
py-cp
when BG * 0.67oBG > P - 0.674P where
footE l l pyrmg
mg( tJ
BG is the integrated background count, P -the
rDatr frcm Large (1977). Abbrevlatlons: hen hemtlte, py pyrlte'
total number of counts accumulated,and 0'67cr
cp chalcopyr'lte,ga'l galena, po pynhotlte, mg mgnetlte.
the probable error computed from counting
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statistics (Arndt & Willis 1966). Corections
for absorption were performed with the program IBJNI^9? (Blount 1966) in which the
crystal shape was approximated to a "coffinlid"-like shape, which implies rotational symmetry about t0101 by eight planar surfaces,aud
calculations were accomplishedwith a 8 x 16 x
8 grid. A total of 585 independent reflections
were obtained by averaging all the equivalent
ones measured; the discrepancy between equivalent reflections averaged overall is 4,73Vo,
which gives an idea of the accuracy of the
absorption correction. Intensities were corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects in
the usual manner.

refined by a full-matrix least-squaresversion
of ORFLS (Busing er a/. 1962), and the
weighting scheme of Cruickshank et aI. (1961)
was used.
Rapid refinement to R - 13.2/o, with only
small positional shifts and with reasonable
values of individual isotropic temperature factors, justified the approach chosen. At this
stage, both Ag positions displayed individual
isotropic U values (0.L67 and 0.032 ,43, respectively) very different from the U values of
the remaining metal positions. Their Me-S
distances were appreciably different from the
rospective Ag-S distances in pavonite, which
suggeststhat they were the sites of detectable
Cu and Pb 1+- Bi) substitutions. The positions were refined with mixed occupancies to
Srnucrunr DetnnM,rNetroN AND RprrNprvrsxt
the minimum in the R value, equal to l2.5%o.
In the last stages of the refinement, the U
The idealized structural scheme for the value of Bi in the Me(6) site (equal to 0.104
seventh member (?) of the pavonite homol- A'; and the lower value of the maximum for
ogous series (Makovicky et aI. 1977, Fig. 5)
the atom in the Fourier synthesis suggestedits
was used as the starting set of positional para- partial occupancy by lighter metals. As there
meters (Table 2). (For the mathematical ex- were no indications of additional maxima or
pressions describing the scheme see Makovicky variations in
the Me(6)-S distanceswhich would
& Karup-M@ller 1977 and Makovicky 1977). reveal
the nature of any substitutions, this posiOne silver atom (Ag/2) was placed into the tion
was subsequentlyrefined as 0.88i * 0.2Ag
octahedral position Me(l) of the thinner strucwith a marginal improvement in the R value
tural slabs, a location similar to that in pavo- (l2.4Vo). In all cases the only occupational
nite. For the second Ag atom, the Me(4)
constraint applied was that ZMe :L.O for each
position, in many respects analogous to the
position.
Ag(2) position in pavonite, yielded the lowest
Individual anisotropic temperature factors
initial R-value.
were then introduced and the structure was reNeutral scattenng-curves (Cromer & Waber fined to the R value of. I0.7Vo. Refinement was
1965) were used for all atoms, and anomalous discontinued when parameter shifts were less
dispersion corrections (International Tables for than one-third of their estimated standard deX-ray Crystallography, 1962, Vol. III)
\f,ere viations. Interatomic distancesand bond angles
made for Bi. The structural parameters were are presented in Table 3.
TABLE 2.

Atom
Mel

Ms2
!l'83
lls4
Me5
MB6
qa

s3
s4
s6

EqulPol nt

am

STARIING COORDINATES
x
z

0
0
l(Ag+Cu)
Bt
. 7 4 7 1 8 , 08334
0
lBl
I
. 7 A g r . 3 B t ( P b 1 . 6 9 3 5, 4
11 6 6 7
.
3
8
7
0
0
Bt
.991..249
.00051 .25000

t
t
I
t
t
I

y " 0 for
tAnlsotroplc
utth

0ccup.

2a
4 1
2c
4 |
4 I
4 I
4
4
4
4
4
4

AIOIVIICPARAMETERS
AND ANISOTROPICTEf'IPERATURE
FACTORCOEFFICIENTS FOR BENJAfIINITE

s
s
S
s
s
S
all

.87359
.62877
.84675
.54026
.23376
.92726

matal €toma and

tmpsrgturB

8.tr.0 and 823.0 for
glvBn ln psmnthgse€

factor

0
.7599(3)
o
.6958(5)
.3056(2)
. 0 7 8 1( 4 )

.04167
. J2500
.45833
.37500
,29167
,20833

'ttZ for
! "
expraeaionr

R E S U L T SO F A N I S O T R O P I CR E F I N E I I E N T I

.

x

0
.0913(2)
t
.4092(3)
.3193t2)
,2283(31

Btt
10(8)
23(3)
25t4'
3 1( 4 )
19(3)
34(3)

.8594(17).027en4) 3(13)
.617o(24).10s0n3) 44(m)
. 8 4 6 1( 2 4 ) . 4 6 3 3 n 4 ) 4 5 ( 2 0 )
. 5 3 S 6 ( 2 1 ). 3 6 S 6 ( 1 4 )2 2 ( ' 1 6 )
,2407t27) .2832(15' 46(251
. 9 3 0 2 ( 1 0 ) . 1 9 6 5 ( 1 44) ( 1 4 '
aLl

gulfur

Bzz

Bsg

'1704(313)
6S4(68)
649te8)
756(100)
789t71)
899(78!

2 1( s )
10(1)
r0(2)
15t2t
13(1)
15(1)

232t9751
639(494)
360(433)
324(397)
12221551)
989(480)

rs(6)
3(6)
9(8)
12(6)
r5(8)
r2(8)

Br:
-l (4)
-3(1)
-3(2'
3L2)
0(1)
4t2l

5(71
6(8)
| (S)
-5(8)
-7(9)
-6(7)

atme.

exe {-(h2Br.|.kzBrr.129rr.261191z+zh:Ig1x.2klgz3t}
E8tlmatsd standard devtatlone
all stome. All 81j v6luaa a.B nultlplled
by'10r.
ln tema of ths l6st dlglt.
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Bond anglee

dlBtancsg

2.74(3)x't
2.76(3)x1

S(1)-t'tB(1)-S(1) 86.9
s(1)-lvle(1)-s(2) 97.9

z.B6tilx2
2,88(2)xz rle(5)-s(6) 2.64(3)xl

siii-i,i;iri-;iij
09.<
s(2)-r'le(2)-s(18
19.9

r'1E(11-s(2) 2.37(3)x2
S(1)
2,91(2)x4

lte(41-S(5)
s(3)

s(3) 2'8e(?'xz
o:.g
s ( 4 ) 2 ' s e ( z ) x z s ( 1 ) - r , r e ( 2 r) - s r

r i l e ( z ) - s ( 12) . 5 6 ( 3 ) x 1

z.oDt z txc

atll

3.07(3)xl

Me(6)-s(2) 2.60(3)xl
s ( 6 ) 2.801?)x2
s(4)

Estlmated standard

devlatlon

S( )-t'le(5)-S(4) 69.1
s(5)-ltla(5)-S(5) s4.0

3[3]:il:Ii]:3[i] 83:i

sr3l-Mer4l-sril 6e.4
;i;i-;;i;i-;i;i
sz.7

33:3;i;i-ili;;-;i;jsz.o
3[;] 3:!ti7l,33[]l:il:[3]:3[3]

i[3] i:2?i3l:3
t'le(31_s(4) z.out5 txz
btJi
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I N T E R A T O M IO
CI S T A N C EA
SN DB O N DA N G L E SI N B E N J A I I I N I T E

T A B L E3 .

s(z)
s(1)

CANADIAN

for

z,93lJtxz

3.02(3)xl

bond angl.ae ls

s(3)-Me(3)-S(3) s0.7
s(3)-Ma(3)-S(4) 92.O
s(3)-t'la(4)-S(31 89,7
s(4)-l'4e(4)-S(4) 89.7
S ( 3 ) - l ' l e ( 4 1 - S ( a )8 9 . 9
s(3)'-Me(4)-s(3) 85.3
S(3!'-lle(4)-s(4) 66.3
s(41-fie(4)-s(5) 92.3
94.'l
s(3)-ile(a)-s(5)

S(5)-rle(6)-S(5)
s(6)-llE(6)-s(6)
s(5)-r'la(6)-S(6)
s(4)-Me(6)-s(5)
S(4)-ME(6)-s(6)
s(2)-lle(6)-S(6)
S(21-l!e(6)-s(5)

85.8
93.3
89.9
85.1
86.5
94.6
93,7

.7o

The relatively high R-value is due primarily
to the high absorption-coefficient of benjaminite (for its ideal formula of AggBizSrz,this is
1429 cm-L) and the very approximate dessription of the irregular crystal fragment used for
the absorption corrections. Regrettably, benjaminite always occurs in intimate fine-grained
intergrowths with other sulfosalts, so that chemical means of separation are excluded; it is
possible to obtain only mechanically freed
material such as we have used in the present
study.
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General features
The crystal strusture of benjaminite (Fig. 1)
is composed of two types of slabs parallel to
(O01). The thicker slabs represent continuou$
layers of little-deformed galena-like structure,
parallel to (113) of the galenasubmotif. These
thicker slabs have identical orientations, but their
continuity across the gap occupied by the thin
layers is broken by the shift of adjacent slabs

Ftc. 1. The crystal structure of benjaminite.Projection on (010)- Empty
circles denoteatoms at ) = 0, solid circles tlose at y - 0.5. In the order
of increasingsize: Bi (primarily); Ag [& Cu fot Me(l) & (Bi + Pb)
for Me(4)l; S.

CRYSTAL
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by tr'zl@llpr. The number of octahedra in the
diagonal chain of edge-sharing octahedra, running across an individual thicker slab and parallel to [110]ers, i.e., to [1, 0, 2/7]tuor.-ronu,
is
equal to 7.
The thinner slabs contain only one octahedron, that of. Me(L) [Ag * Cu], which alternates with paired square pyramids of Me(Z)
[Bi]. They resemble the thinner layer in unsubstitutedpavonite, but the changesrn the MeS bond-lengths and angles arising from the extensive Cu-for-Ag
substitution make them
rather closer to the thinner layers in CuBiuSa
(Ohmasa & Nowacki t973) and in Cue+,Bio-,
Sie(Ohmasa L973).
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The crystal structure of benjaminite follows
closely the idealized pattern of ? (Table 2).
Only small positional deviations away from this
pattern are necessary in order to satisfy the
coordination requirements of atoms in the
thicker layers. The most pronounced deformations are those in the thinner layers, owing to
the substantial atomic replacement of Ag by Cu
in the Me(l) position. No atoms interstitial to
the basic ? pattern were found.
Bismuth positions
The marginal parts of the thicker layers resemble in many details the corresponding por-

A__
vsu

Frc. 2. Metal coordination-polyhedrain tle crystal $tructure of benjaminite viewed along [100]. Thermal vibration (antl disorder) ellipsoids
are drawn at the 50Voprobability level. ORTEP drawing (Jobnson 1965).
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tions of the thicker layers in pavonite. The
"apical" Me(6) which interconnects, via its
shortest bond, the thicker and thinner slabs
(Fig. 1) has the [1*2] shortest bonds, 2.60
(x1) and 2.80 A (x2), clearly set apart from
the remaining longer bonds, 2.99 (x2) and 3.02
A (xt). The configuration is similar to that
of tle "apical" Bi(2) in pavonite,"apical" Bi(3)
in CuBirSe (Ohmasa & Nowacki 1973) and of
the similar Bi(2) in Cuz*Jie-"Se (Table 4.{)
(Ohmasa t973),
Me(S) is situated below the coordination pyramid of Me(6), deeper in the layer; it has the
coordination [2.64 (again towards the layer
margin), 2.78 (x2), 2.90 (x2) and 3.07 Al
(Fig. 2). Once more it strongly resembles the
correspondingatom of Bi(l) in pavonite as well
as the similarly situated Bi(l) in Cuz+"Bio-"Se
(Table 4B).
The central atom in the diagonal chain of
octahedra, Me(3), has the site symmetry 2/n
TABLE 4.

SELECTEDTYPESOF THE COORDINAIIOI{POLYHEDRA
OF BISI.IUTHIN SULFOSALTS

A
BsnJ@lnltB
Ag2Bt6sl 0
-CuBl556
-cu:.
zt Blq. Tesg

l t 1 € ( 6 8) 1 , ( A g )
Bt(z)
Et
Bt(2)
Bt
Et(2) Bl,cu

BBnJmlnlte
l.l8(51 81
AgZBISSt0
Btnt
Bt
-Cu3.2t814.76s9 S 1 ( 1 ) B l , C !

BEnJolnltE
-CuB155B

lils(2)
Bt(2)
{us. zt Bte.Tosg s t ( 3 )
AC28l6St0
B1(3)
0
CqprcblsnutltB
EnpLBct lt€
C u 4 9 t 5 SO
l

Bt(4)
sl(ll
B1(21

(xt )
2.50
2.65
2.68
2,85

Cuprcblsutlt€
C u 4 B 1 5 S0l

(x?l
2.99
2,9t
2.54
2,69

(xl )
3.02 1
2.s3 2
3,06 3
1.O14

2.64 2 . 7 6 2 . 9 0 3 . O 71
2,73 2,83 2,88 2.96 2
2.68 2.77 2.87 3.12 4
(t2,

(xzl

Br

(xl )
2.56
2,59
2.60
2,57

2.86
2.03
2.A4
2,78

2.80
2.86
2,49
2,88

|
3
4
2

Bt
B1
Bl

2.58 z.ots J.u5
2,55 2.56 3.16
2.63 2.74 3.04

0

Bt
Bt
gt

lxzt

B€nJelnlte
Hodroehlts
Hods6hlts
-CuB15S6

ttzl
2.60
2.s2
2,71
2,74

I
7

(x4)

ns(3) Bl,(Pb) 2.s0 2.66
f'fE(1t B1'
2,79 2.84
me(2) 81'
2.82 a r d u
Br(1)
Bt
2,79 2,81
Bt(1) Bt,cu 2,84 2.77
Bi(1) Br,(?Pb)2,62

I
5
l

3
6

'f,tinor
(primarlly
nstals
mounte
lj,ghtsr
of unsp€ciflad
cs?), 6sp€c1o1ly tn tlB(?).
(1s77] (6ynth€tlc
1.
Thls mrk.
2. llakovlcky E! el.
a, ohpaea
p6vonltg),
3, otm6B6 I NowocETTTs73).
ror comBntE on 3 I 4 aBB 2.
5.
KupElk t n€koitgTg).
vlcky (1960,,
FoF compoBltlon aee flakovlcky g llocLs€n
(1s721.
7.
llerlolooos
Et
6.
ozofa g Norackl ('1975).
(197s).
B.
KuPElk (196s).
e!.
(A) on th6
A I Br 'defomed
coordlnotlona
octehsdral,Bl
alrfae€a
of, and (8, dsBper ln the thloker
etNctural
c & Dr
6qu6r6 pyr@ldaI
sl6bs of povonlt6 homologu€a.
pBlr€d colmns of pyramlda (C)
Bl ooordlnatlons
fomlnt
ln the pavonlte homologuos and (0, El8awh€re,
Et ost€gl ooo.dlnatlons.
hsdlal
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and displays a relatively undeformed octahedral
coordination with bond lengths 2.80 (x2) and
2.86 A (x4) (Fig. 2). According to the refinement results, this position is occupied by Bi
with possible but undetectable amounts of Pb
replacing bismuth. It is sirnilar to the highly
regular octahedral positions of bismuth (primarily), described by KupEik & Makovicky
(1968) in hodrushite CulBieSrr,by Ohmasa &
Nowacki (1973) in CuBi#e, by Ozawa & Nowacki (1975) in cuprobismutite, - Cur.seBis.rase,
and by Mariolacos et aI. (1975) in Cu8isSro
(Table 4E). Thus, the known bond-length information neither proves nor disproves a small
partial contribution to Me(3) by Pb.
The only bismuth position in the thinner layer,
Me(2), typically forms paired columns of
square coordination pyramids [BiS5], with additional long Bi-S distances towards the sulfur
atoms of the thicker layer, i.e., with the lone
electron-pair accommodated in the interlayer
space (Fig. 2). The interesting distribution of
the Bi-S distances 12.56, 2.86 (x2), 2.88 A
(x2)l in the square pyramid differs from that
in the unsubstituted pavonite and comes closer
to the configuration observed in CuBirSs. In
contrast, Cua+"Bie-"Slshas a more ambiguous
distribution of bond distances (Table 4C). The
appalent reason for this peculiar distribution,
diffeient from other typical Cu-Bi cases with
paired columns of pyramids (Table 4D), is that
the S(2) atoms are drawn into the layer in
order to accommodate the short average (Ag,
Cu)-S distances(237 A) in the Me(1) octahedron. The latter phenomenon does not occur in
unsubstituted pavonite, where the relevant A5S
bond is 2.58 A.
Silver positions and the metal substitutions
The Me(4) position in the thicker structural
slab is primarily occupied by silver. The Me-S
distances [which differ from those of Ag(2)
in unsubstituted pavonitel, the higher average
scattering power of the metal atom in the site,
its larger individual isotropic mean-squaredisplacement (at the minimum of the R value),
as well as the higher Us of the sulfur atoms
S(3) and S(5) [which make up 2A of the vert'
ices of the Me(4) coordination octahedronl all
suggest appreciable statistical replacement of Ag
in this site by a heavier metal. Whereas the
approximately corresponding Ag(2) position in
pavonite has the Ag-S bonds equal to 2.58 (x2)
and292 A (x4), i.e., a linear (average) S-AgS coordination in a flat-octahedral environment,
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90

the (mean) Me(4) position in benjaminite displays bonds as follows: 2.76 and,2.89 A (:t2)
to the disorderedS(3), 2.74 A to the disordered
S(5), and 2.89 A (x2) to S(4). Refinementindicates an occupancy of 0.7 Ag and 0.3 (Pb,
Bi. The experimental errors, which result in
flat R-value minima and in strong ocsupancy-
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temperature.-factorinteractions, did not allow a
more accurate determination of the occupancy.
The comparison of the observed Me(4) distances with Pb-S distances and with sets of
octahedral or averagednon-octahedral Bi-S distances does not show any linear relationships
between their lengths and the partial-occupancy

Ftc. 3. A representativefragment of the crystal structure of benjaminite
drawn with 507o p5obability ellipsoids. Projec.tion along a direction
closeto [010], witb7pointing down. ORTEP drawing (Johnson1965).
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factors. Ilowever, the contraction of the four
diagonal bonds from 292 A in pavonite to2.89
A does suggestBi as the principal substituting
element. The increase in the "linear" S-Ma-S
distance against Ag(2) in pavonite remains nonindicative.
The Me(L) position is occupiedby (approximately) equal atomic amounts of Ag and Cu.
The linear average S-Me-S bond, parallel to
(0lO), is considerablyshortened (2,37 A, x2l
over that in substitution-freepavonite (Ag(2):
2.58 A, x2). The diagonalbonds,completingthe
coordination of (Ag,Cu) into a much flattened,
slightly skewed octahedron (with site symmetry
2^/m), are only insignificantly shorter (2.91
A, x4) than the corresponding bonds in the
Ag(2) octahedron of pavonite (2.924, x4).
The isotropic individual temperature-factor of
Me(l) is considerablylarger than those of the
other metals in the structure, indicating that the
adjustmentsof the Me(l)-S bondJengths in this
site, statistically occupiedby Ag and Cu, proceed
primarily by positional disorder of the metal
atoms. The results of the anisotropic refinement
suggestthe way that this adjustment is achieved.
The disorder and thermal-motion ellipsoid of
Me(l) is strongly oblate, with the main axis
parallel to D, and the medium axis approximately
parallel to c (Figs. 2 and 3, Table 5). Both
S(1) and S(2) display oblate ellipsoids, the
former approximately perpendicular to the a
direction, the latter parallel to the largest face
of. the IMe(l)S'l coordination octahedron, with
the principal axis parallel to D and the medium
axis along the octahedron face.
The coordination of Cu and Ag can be interpreted from these results in a number of ways
that cannot be distinguished by structure determination. On one hand, the shortest lineat Me
(1)-S(2) distance will be approximately equal
to 2.23 A (xZ) li.e., 2.37 A less the ner effecr
of the r.m.s. displacement(Un) of.S(2) towards
Me(l)|. This value is close to the lower limit
for the known Cu-S bonds (Makovicky & Skinner, 1979). If, however, the effect of the
r.m.s. displacement of S(2) is added to the
average bond-length of. 2.37 A, the linear Me
(1){(2)
coordination will have a bondJength
of about 2.51 A (x2), less than that observedin
AgrBiuS'o(2.58 A), but above the averageAg'S
bond length 2.46 A given for the S-A5S configuration by Edenharter (1976). On the other
hand, the metal atoms at the r.m.s. distance (0.38
A; along the 6 axis from the mean position Me
(1) will have Me-S(Z) bonds equal to 2.4O (*,
and Me-S(l) bonds equal to 2.66 A (xZ), Uoth

measured to the mean sulfur positions. For the
same model the bond angle S(2)-Ma-S(2) is
1,62",theS(1)-Me--S(1) angleis 1O3o,and the
remaining angles 86o and 87o. If the effects of
the r.m.s. displacement Un (or Ugg) of S(2)
(Table 5) away from the deviated metal position are added, the Me-S(2) bond-length will
increase1o 2.45 A (or to 2.55 A) and the S(2)Me-S(2) angle will lie in the vicinity of. l52o
(or 153'). Thus, the averagesfor the four-fold
coordination lie below or at the value of 2.62
A and 1,09". The estimates compare favorably
with the average values given for the 2- and
-coordinated silver by Fdenharter (t976), 2.46
A and 155.4o, and 2,66 A and 107.6o,respectively. The oblate shape of. the Me(I) ellipsoid
suggeststhat the actual Me position may be off
the D axis so that the bonds will vary in length
still more than in the above average model.
This would again be in accordancewith the observationson Ag in other sulfosalts (Edenharter
1976).
The distorted tetrahedral coordination of
Me(l) at the r.m.s. distance from the mean
position is closest to the coordination of 4coordinated Ag in smithite (Hellner & Burzlaff
L964), It is similar to the deformed-tetrahedral
coordination of the statistically occupied copper
position in CuBisSe(Ohmasa & Nowacki 1973),
although for (Ag,Cu) the deviation from the
linear S-Me-S configuration is only one-half
that observedfor Cu. The Me-Me contact along
the D axis between the two statistically occupied
positions will then be 3,32 A, far above the
value of 2.56 A found in C\BirSe (ibid.) and
2.88 A in metallic silver.
Both Ag atoms in AgeBieSrodisplay somewhat larger Us than the Bi atoms. With only
the isotropic refinement performed, no statemenh concerning the possiblestatistical disorder
around the mean positions and the kinking of
the S-Ag-S bond can be made. In this connec'
tion it is interesting to note that the "linear"
coordination in benjaminite
S(3)-MeG)-S(5)
can also be interpreted as a slightly kinked one,
primarily owing to the strong positional diso::der
of S(5) along the 6 axis (Fig. 2) The straightest
$--Ag-S group found in sulfosalts is that in
miargyrite (Knowles 1964) with an angle of
175.3".
The Me(6) position, with a typical "bis'
muth-like" coordination, yields an occupancy
of only 0.9 Bi. However, its higher B value
and that of.Me(S) seem causedinstead by their
attachment to the statistically replaced Me(4)
and Me(l) octahedra, which have variable di-
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I1ETRIC CHARACTERISTICSOF THE COORDINATIONOCTAHEDRA
OF PAVONITE HOI.IOLOGUES
IN THE STRUCTURES
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mensions and shapes (Fig. 2). No peaks of the
type corresponding to the marginal copper atoms
partly substituting for Bi, postulated by Ohmasa (1973) in his structure determination of
Cur+JL-,Sr (x = l.2l), were found in the
Fourier and difference-Fourier maps of benjaminite. Thus, with some rseryations (especially concerning the effects of the small possible
disorder in the slab thickness), the Me(6) position will be regarded as having a mixed oscupancy 0.8 Bi * 0.2 Ag. To satisfy the local
valence-balance not maintained by the above
unequal atomic substitutions, an equivalent
amount of Pb must replase one of the adjacent
bismuth positions. The most likely site for this
replacement is the Me(3) position. Unfortunately, substitution here cannot be verified for
the reasons discussedabove.

Pb

Lln6ar

llnaar

Makovlcky et sl..

to octahednal

by the / direction and the plane wt, and the
ideal value of 90'. These values are given for
selected pavonite homologues in Table 6.
We can see that the dimensions and the
shape of the skewed octahedra in the thinner
layers are close for the Ag and Cu cases. This,
together with the adjustability of the "apical" S
position [S(2) in benjaminite] and the variability
of the Cu and Ag coordinations (c1., Edenharter
1976, appendix) explainsthe extensive(Cu, Ag)
mutual substitution. The substitution limits are
probably set by the limits in the positional
variation for S(2) which interconnects the
thicker and thinner layers, thus setting the lower
t
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g
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Generalization for the pavonite homologues
The ostahedral positions in the two fires of
layer in the structure of benjaminite and the
other pavonite homologues are occupied by
linearly, tetrahedrally and octahedrally coordinated metal atoms (Table 6). For the study
of substitutional possibilities, the structures can
best be compared using the dimensions and
shapes of octahedra (sensu lato) formed by
sulfur atoms surrounding these metals. For this
purpose, and in a manner similal to Makovicky
& Karup-M/ller (1977), we shall define their
*width' w (e.9., the
S(1)-S(1) distanceparalIel to (010) in benjaminite), "length" | (e,9.,
the S(2)-octahedron centre-S(2) distance in
benjaminite) and "height" t (e.g., the S(1)S(1) distance parallel to D in benjaminite). Furthermore, for the highly regular structures of
the pavonite homologues, with the repeat period
along 6 equal to one octahedron height, \pe can
define skewness of an octahedron (sensu lato)
as the difference between the angle comprised

(1977)

Prseent mrk
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ltrl
tttl
YYYY

68
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Ftc. 4. Changes in a and d(001) parameters for
different members (NP in the range 2 -+ 7) of the
pavonite homologous series. Notable are the
negative deviations for pure Cu-Bi members. Open
symbols refer to pavonites and benjeminites witlh
partial Cu and Pb substitution for Ag and Bi
(they are listed in KarupMlller
& Makovicky
1979). The highest values for nP = 5 teprcsent
cupropavonites.
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limit for the accommodation of Ag in the
columns of [Me(l)Se] octahedra when their
average size decreases.
The (predominantly) Ag-bearing ostahedra
in the thicker structural layers are mush less
flattened (i.a., narrower and more elongated)
and much less skewed (Table 6); they resemble
closely the Pb (and Bi) octahedron in PbBiaSz.
However, they remain appreciably smaller than
the [PbSo] octahedra in galena. Their shape apparently precludes substitution by copper,
whereas their size and occurrence in the predominantly Bi-bearing layers (dimensionally
smaller than the corresponding Pb-bearing
layers) suggestthat replacement by Pb will be
limited.
Substitutions ratio
The structure does not give a simple explanation for the regularly observed Cu/Pb - 3/2
ratio in benjaminites and pavonites. Replacement of Ag by Cu diminishes both the a and
d(001) parameters,whereas that by Pb (and
Bi) increasesthem (Fig. 4). In the a direction
these substitutions might bring about a misfit
of the two layer types in the structure unless
compensatedby deformations, primarily of the
thinner layers. In the d(001) direction, the
above two changes dimensionally compensate
each other, resulting in the contraction of the
thinner layer and expansionof the thicker layer,
i.e., in the change of the relative position of
S(2) in the structure, Thus, during the combined Cu and Pb substitution tlre lattice parameters of benjaminite (and also of pavonite)
remain nearly unchanged. Quantitative a:sessment of the dimensional changeson substitution
(and possible structural explanation of the Cu/
Pb ratio) is not possible on the basis of available structure refinements quoted in Table 6.
Cotvtposrrrorq AND SrABrLrrY
The above substitution model results in the
composition Cuo.soPbo.no,A&.roBir.roSrr.
If we start
from the hypothetical unsubstitutedcomposition,
Ag is more extensively substituted than Bi. This
formula yields balanced valences for univalent
copper. Its agreement with the empirical formula based on 12 sulfur atoms is good, in spite
of the above described limitations in the refinement and interpretation. It should be stressed
that, because of the finely exsolved gustavite,
the contents of individual elemeDts in the re-
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finement were . not constrained by the results
of the microprobe analysis.Similar benjaminites,
with more pronounced substitutions of Ago have
been described from Old Laut's mine, Colorado
(Karup-Mfller & Makovicky 1979) and irom
Nye County, Nevada (Nuffield L975). Benjaminites from Nevada with more pronounced
substitution of Bi than of Ag and enriched in
Pb have been described by Harris & Chen

(re7s).

Benjaminites of the first substitutional type
and, before exsolution, with the most pronounced
substitution of Pb and Cu for Ag and Bi,
exsolve (on cooling?) gustavitesand an unidentified Cu-Bi mineral (Nuffield 1975, KarupMpller & Makovicky 1979). A benjaminite-like
phase analogous to cupropavonite formed by
exsolution of Cu (and Pb)-rich pavonite (KerupMpller & Makovicky 1979) has not been identified.
Natural unsubstituted benjaminites have not
been reported, nor has a synthetic unsubstituted
(or substituted) benjaminite been prepared in
the laboratory studies of any of the previous
workers (van Hook 1960, Craig 1967, Chen &
Chang 1974, Hoda & Chang 1975). This was
also the outcome of our sealed-tube reactions
of both AgeBizSrzand Pbo.rsAgz.arsBiu.arsSu
8t
55O'C (Mumme & Watts, unpubl. data; amatildite-galena solid solution (ss) and pavonite
rJ were confirmed in both cases. Overlapping
of a-matilde and pavonite X-ray lines is
prevalent on the powder diffractograms (Cu
Ka radiation), but the powder data indicate
that for the mixed phase-assemblageprepared
the pavonite ,ts has,
from Pbo.zaAga.arsBie.ezsSu,
within the limits of estimated errors, an unchanged unit cell from that of pure end-member
AgzBioSro.The a-matildite-galena ,rs, on the
other hand, has a significantly expanded cell,
- 5.69 A, comparedwith 5.65 A for a-AgBiSn;
this difference is estimated by using the shift
of the position of its (111) line, from d :
3.27 A for the AgaBizSr: starting composition
to a position which is almost unresolved from
the (400) line of pavonite, at d = 332 A, for
starting composition.
the Pbo.xAgr.azsBi...ruSu
The composition of a-matildite-galena sr lrith
a unit-cell edse of 5.69 A is close to 2PbS.4Ag,
S.4BioSa,i.e., galenarr.r matilditeee.s(Hoda &
Chang 1975), so that for the mixture of
pavonite and a-matildite-galena s.r formed from
the "benjaminite" starting composition at 550oC,
lead must be preferentially incorporated into the
a-matildite-galena ss structure.The relatively unchanged unit cell for the pavonite-type com-
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pone.nt cannot be used to assesspartitioning of
lead owing to the smaller changes that accompany Pb substitution into its structure (Hoda
& Chang 1975).
The reason benjaminite doep not form in
either of the two partial systemsPb$-BLSa-Ag,S
and CucS-AglS-Bi'S3 at and above 4@oC ir
probably that these temperatures exceed its upper stability limits; however, it is possible that
benjaminite requires the presence of both Cu
and Pb for its formation.
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